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Current Status

• We have received comments from Qi Sun, Ian Farrer and Tom Taylor. The -04 version has updated according to their comments.

• It has been waiting for the process of the solution drafts in the last four IETF meetings. Now that the solution drafts have become, we hope to move forward with this draft.
Current Status (2)

• Consensus on the scope of this document:
  - Cover MAP-E, MAP-T and 4rd-u (in Atlanta meeting)
  - Not to cover lw4over6 deployment consideration (in Toronto meeting)
  - Keeping all the differences between MAP-E, MAP-T and 4rd in one section.

• Other technical issues:
  - MAP deployment use case: delete one for “two ISPs, one CER, shared subnet”
  - Improve the DMR description
  - Map domain planning: Add the effect of domain planning
  - Add example of PSID consideration
  - Improve the description on MTU/Fragmentation/CE Settings

• No other issues raised after Toronto meeting
Next Step

- Any other comments?
- WGLC?